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Abstract
It is shown that the data of the Hensen et al. Bell test experiment exhibits anomalous
postselection that can fully account for the apparent violation of the CHSH inequality.
A simulation of a local realist model implementing similar postselection is presented.
The model produces an apparent violation of CHSH indistinguishable from that of the
experiment. The experimental data also appears to violate no-signaling, and it is shown
how postselection can produce an artifactual violation of no-signaling. The Hensen et
al. experiment does not succeed in rejecting classical locality and therefore does not
confirm quantum nonlocality.
Keywords: Bell/CHSH inequality, quantum nonlocality, Hensen et al. Bell test,
postselection.
1 Introduction
Interpreted in modern terms (rather than in terms of the debate over completeness of quan-
tum mechanics), the 1935 paper of Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen [1], through its demon-
stration that the orthodox rule for quantum state projection (Lüders’ rule) implies super-
luminal transmission of influences, opened a furious debate in the foundations of physics
that rages to this day. John Bell [2] made a seminal contribution to the debate by develop-
ing inequalities combining the results of correlations for event detections in scenarios with
different combinations of measurement settings. These inequalities transformed what was
previously essentially a philosophical debate into an empirical matter, decidable by exper-
iment, and they have subsequently been used to attempt to distinguish between a fully
local universe and one that allows for nonlocal interactions. These nonlocal interactions
have come to be referred to as ‘quantum nonlocality’.
Many modern experiments, including that of Hensen et al. [3, 4], use a particular Bell-
type inequality, the CHSH inequality [5]. These experiments are widely believed to con-
firm the existence of quantum nonlocality. However, these experiments have been subject
to ‘loopholes’, purported to allow local classical mechanisms to reproduce the inequality
violation reported in the experiments. It has been a longstanding quest of experimental
physicists to close all the loopholes and thereby decisively confirm the existence of quan-
tum nonlocality. The experiment of Hensen et al. is the most prominent and arguably most
convincing of the recent experiments claimed to be loophole-free. If the experiment was to
be accepted as fully valid and decisive, the foundations of physics would be rocked.
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2Despite the claim by Hensen et al. that their experiment is loophole-free, at least one
important loophole, the postselection loophole, remains open. The postselection loophole
requires (in the general case), through a mechanism not specified, that some fraction of the
full data of the experiment is absent from or not considered in the data analysis, producing
only an artifactual violation of the applicable Bell-like inequality. Experimental physicists
conducting an experiment must prove that postselection is not present in the experiment,
or that any postselection that is present is harmless. Here I discuss the postselection loop-
hole in the context of the Hensen et al. experiment, and I argue that Hensen et al. have not
succeeded in discharging their responsibility to prove the absence of harmful postselection.
Throughout the paper, the term ‘postselected’ means postselected out, i.e., decimated.
In some other contexts, the term might be used to denote selective inclusion, but here the
meaning is selective exclusion.
The scheme of the paper is as follows. Section 2 demonstrates that postselection occurs
in the Hensen et al. experiment. Section 3 shows how similar postselection for a classi-
cal local model can produce results indistinguishable from the results of the experiment,
including a significant violation of the CHSH inequality. Section 4 shows how apparent vi-
olation of no-signaling in the experimental data further strengthens the arguments of this
paper. Section 5 discusses these results and concludes that the Hensen et al. experiment
does not succeed in rejecting local realism, and that a local realist may take it as confirming
locality.
2 Demonstration of anomalous postselection in the data of
the Hensen et al. Bell test
To investigate the matter of postselection in the Hensen et al. experiment, I instrumented
the publicly available Hensen et al. analysis code to test the fairness and uniformity of
the random number generators (RNGs) used in the experiment. Specifically, I replaced the
appropriate lines in the Hensen et al. analysis code with the following lines:
random_number_A = data[:,6].astype(bool, copy=False)
random_number_A_not = ~random_number_A
random_number_B = data[:,7].astype(bool, copy=False)
random_number_B_not = ~random_number_B
random_00 = random_number_A_not & random_number_B_not
random_10 = random_number_A & random_number_B_not
random_01 = random_number_A_not & random_number_B
random_11 = random_number_A & random_number_B
print(’number of random 0\’s at A =’, np.sum(random_number_A_not))
print(’number of random 1\’s at A =’, np.sum(random_number_A))
print(’number of random 0\’s at B =’, np.sum(random_number_B_not))
print(’number of random 1\’s at B =’, np.sum(random_number_B))
print(’number of random 00 events =’, np.sum(random_00))
print(’number of random 01 events =’, np.sum(random_01))
print(’number of random 10 events =’, np.sum(random_10))
print(’number of random 11 events =’, np.sum(random_11))
This instrumentation allows one to assess the fairness of the list of random setting
choices for each side individually and the distribution of the four joint setting combina-
tions. When the instrumented analysis code is run on the data of the experiment, the fol-
lowing results are obtained (the published Hensen et al. results are, of course, reproduced):
3number of random 0’s for A = 2340
number of random 1’s for A = 2406
number of random 0’s for B = 2345
number of random 1’s for B = 2401
number of random 00 events = 1143
number of random 01 events = 1197
number of random 10 events = 1202
number of random 11 events = 1204
----------------------------------------
k/n: 196.0/245
p-value : 0.039
xy ++,+-,-+,--
ab 00 [23 3 4 23] (0, -3pi/4)
ab 01 [33 11 5 30] (0, +3pi/4)
ab 10 [22 10 6 24] (pi/2, -3pi/4)
ab 11 [ 4 20 21 6] (pi/2, +3pi/4)
E (RND00 RND01 RND10 RND11 )
(+0.736, +0.595, +0.484, -0.608) measured
+/-( 0.093, 0.090, 0.111, 0.111 )
CHSH S : 2.422 +- 0.204
The additional code instrumentation shows a large excess of 1’s at both A and B, and
a large deficit of events for the {00} experiment. Let us now estimate the probability that
the joint counts distribution we see in the experiment could be obtained by chance. We see
that the {00} experiment has a low count at 1143 while the other three experiments all have
counts that exceed the expected mean value of 1186. I wrote and executed a numerical
simulation that estimates the probability that the {00} count is less than or equal to 1143.
The resulting p-value is 0.07. While this result is not significant at an arbitrary 5% level, it
shows that it is unlikely that the observed distribution could be produced by chance. The
code for the numerical simulation is available on-line [6].
My argument here does not depend on an exact p-value, but rather on a demonstration
that it is unlikely that the observed distribution could be obtained by accident, together
with consideration of a local model violating CHSH using postselection and the presence
of a no-signaling violation in the experimental data (see Section 4). Taken together, I argue
that the Hensen et al. data for the {00} experiment was postselected.
The look-elsewhere effect is not included because I test the specific null hypothesis that
the {00} experiment is postselected (discussed further in Section 5). This hypothesis was
chosen in advance because the {00} experiment is special for CHSH. It is the ‘converse’ to
the {11} experiment, which is the only term in CHSH that is negatively weighted, and so
if one wanted to choose a term to postselect so as to have a maximum effect on the CHSH
metric, and so as to minimize the amount of required postselection, one would choose the
{00} experiment. The charge of ‘harking’ can therefore be rejected.
3 Effect of anomalous postselection on Bell test results
Acting as Devil’s Advocates (see Section 5), let us suppose that the {00} postselection loses
only mismatch events (events with opposite outcomes). The failure of this supposition
does not weaken the conclusions of Section 2. To investigate the effect of this postselection
I created a local numerical simulation model saturating the CHSH inequality at the clas-
sical limit of 2, together with variable postselection of {00} mismatch events (the number
4of lost events can be selected via user input when running the simulation). The number
of events per run is set to 245 as for the Hensen et al. experiment (there are no entangle-
ment failure events in a simulation), and 100000 runs are performed to obtain estimates for
the mean CHSH metrics S and k, and the mean counts characterizing the distribution of
settings. For example, I give below the result of running the simulation with 14 lost {00}
mismatch events. It can be seen that the postselection artifactually increases S and k be-
yond the classical limits. The closeness of the simulated S and k values to the Hensen et al.
reported values of S = 2.42 and k = 196, as well as the similarity of the patterns of counts
characterizing the distribution of settings, are stunning.
mean number of 0’s for A = 109
mean number of 1’s for A = 122
mean number of 0’s for B = 109
mean number of 1’s for B = 122
mean number of 00 events = 47
mean number of 01 events = 61
mean number of 10 events = 61
mean number of 11 events = 61
----------------------------------------------
mean S = 2.414843
mean k = 197.250380
Figure 1 shows the relationship between the number of lost events and S. Loss of 14 or
more events will reproduce or exceed the reported Hensen et al. results. The code for the
numerical simulation model is available on-line [7].
Figure 1. Effect of postselected {00} mismatch events on S
for a local realist model operating at the classical limit
54 Violation of no-signaling provides further evidence of
postselection
Bednorz [9] and later Adenier and Khrennikov [10] demonstrated statistically significant
violation of the no-signaling criterion in the data of the Hensen et al. experiment. Post-
selection of {00} events produces an asymmetry that results in an artifactual violation of
no-signaling. It is not difficult to see how this works. Consider side A’s counts of 1’s for
the {00} and {01} experiments. If side B’s setting is not affecting the counts, as required
by no-signaling, then these two side A counts should be close to each other. However,
postselection of {00} events will selectively reduce the first side A count, thereby biasing
the results and producing an artifactual violation of no-signaling. This is confirmed by
numerical simulation.
The finding of apparent no-signaling violation in the Hensen et al. data therefore
strengthens the analysis of this paper. Note that neither Bednorz nor Adenier and Khren-
nikov discussed postselection, and they did not discover the anomalous postselection in
the Hensen et al. data that I report here.
5 Discussion
In an interesting thread at PubPeer [11] discussing the Hensen et al. experiment, ‘Peer 6’
notices the missing events in the public release of data by Hensen et al. With my own
grammatical corrections and paraphrasing I give the main points made by ‘Peer 6’:
1) The published data does not contain raw data. Instead, it contains pre-
processed data, because the raw data from stations A, B, and C have already
been brought together into a single file, and the file contains only 4746 events,
whereas the paper reports orders of magnitude more events.
2) In the supplementary information [4], Hensen et al. say: “Every few hundred
milliseconds, the recorded events are transferred to the PC. During the experi-
ment, about 2 megabytes of data is generated every second. To keep the size of
the generated data-set manageable, blocks of about 100000 events are saved to
the hard drive only if an entanglement heralding event is present in that block.”
Therefore, what is published (4746 events, approximately 420 kilobytes) is only
about 5% of a single block.
While elimination of blocks without valid events is legitimate (although it reduces the
precision of possible RNG tests in the analysis), the deletion process also allows for dele-
tion of {00} mismatch events. The processing to transform the individual raw lists to the
published combined list is neither documented nor published, and the individual raw lists
themselves are not available for inspection. This processing is exactly the critical step
where postselection can occur. The withholding of the data and processing is troubling,
given the importance of the result for the foundations of physics.
Hensen et al. address the distribution of randomness for setting choices in the experi-
mental data, arguing that it is fair and uniform [8]. However, the counts they provide are
insufficient to expose the anomaly reported here. Hensen et al. write:
“We can get further insight by looking at all the setting choices recorded dur-
ing the test. Around every potential heralding event about 5000 settings are
6recorded, for which we find a local P-value of 0.57 (Table 1), consistent with a
uniform setting distribution.”
Unfortunately, the analysis code and data justifying this conclusion are not available
and the claim of uniformity appears to be false for the published data, as I demonstrated
in Section 2. The overall counts in Table 1 apparently contain all the excluded blocks but
the CHSH calculation is performed only over the published data. If the overall counts are
indeed highly uniform as claimed while the published subset of the overall data is not
uniform, the conclusion that the published data was postselected is further strengthened.
One also wonders why great pains are taken by Hensen et al. to show uniformity for the
overall data, but nothing is said about the uniformity of the published subset of the data.
Understandably, one might be expected to speculate about the specific mechanism of
the postselection demonstrated here. Given the transcending importance of the result for
the foundations of physics, including Einstein’s legacy therein, it is appropriate to address
matters from two stances. The first stance is that of the Devil’s Advocate, a stance that
dispenses with decorum and ‘speaks truth to power’. The second stance is that of the Dis-
passionate Observer, a stance that refrains from speculating on matters not in full evidence.
The Devil’s Advocate reasons as follows. Consider the null hypothesis that Hensen et
al. did not manually (possibly inadvertently) postselect {00} mismatch events. Is this hy-
pothesis rejected by the evidence of this paper? Given that the probability of obtaining the
observed distribution of random joint setting choices in the experimental data by chance is
0.07 (Section 2), that an apparent violation of no-signaling is observed in the data, and that
a local model that postselects {00} mismatch events produces results indistinguishable from
the experimental results, the null hypothesis can be rejected, i.e., Hensen et al. manually
(possibly inadvertently) postselected {00} mismatch events.
The Dispassionate Observer reasons as follows: Consider the null hypothesis that
Hensen et al. did not manually (possibly inadvertently) postselect {00} events. Is this
hypothesis rejected by the evidence of this paper? Given that the probability of obtaining
the observed distribution of random joint setting choices in the experimental data by
chance is 0.07 (Section 2), and that an apparent violation of no-signaling is observed
in the data, the null hypothesis can be rejected, i.e., Hensen et al. manually (possibly
inadvertently) postselected {00} events.
The difference between the two stances is subtle. The Devil’s Advocate asserts in the
null hypothesis that the postselected events are {00} mismatch events, while the Dispas-
sionate Observer does not (however, both conclude that the {00} data is postselected).
While the reasoning of the Devil’s Advocate already appears compelling, a direct deter-
mination between the stances could easily be made by inspecting the individual raw lists.
However, these raw lists have not been released (Hensen et al. have thus far declined to
provide access to them). Nevertheless, regardless of which stance we adopt, the experi-
ment must be considered to be placed in doubt.
It is theoretically possible, of course, that defective operation of the devices of the exper-
iment, or improper design of the experiment could account for the observed postselection.
However, it is very difficult to conceive of such defects, and so this possibility can be con-
sidered to be implausible. Nevertheless, if this were the case, the experiment would again
clearly be placed in doubt.
The design and implementation of the Hensen et al. experiment is laudable, and ex-
periments like it offer the prospect of deciding the debate over nonlocality. However, the
experiments can be decisive only when the data and analyses are correct and transparent,
7and when undocumented steps are not present in the analysis and interpretation.
One could consider analyzing the second run of the Hensen et al. experiment to see if
similar postselection appears. However, Hensen et al. concede that an equipment failure
occurred in the middle of the run, placing the previously recorded data in doubt. I choose
therefore, for the purposes of this paper, to confine the discussion to the first, successfully
executed run.
My personal views on quantum nonlocality [12, 13, 14, 15] are by now hopefully well-
known. I argue that the correct quantum prediction for EPR must not use Lüders’ rule,
which means that nonlocal correlations are not predicted by quantum mechanics, and that
the experiments, when properly designed, analyzed, and interpreted, confirm locality and
disconfirm quantum nonlocality. Einstein’s legacy and Lorenz invariance are safe, and
physics remains consistent and coherent.
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